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The research aims at identify willing traits among pentathlon players. Descriptive approach adopted as it suits research objectives and hypotheses. Research sample included sixty pentathlon players selected randomly from players participated in pentathlon world cup held at Pegasus Sporting Club dream land in the period from 22/8 to 28/8/2017, the sample included 30 Arab players (15 male and 15 female) and 30 Foreign players (15 male and 15 female).

After data collection and statistical analysis, the player may conclude the following:

- Willing traits scale (prepared by researcher) for pentathlon players consisted of 77 phrases in 8 aspects (Courage, Self-confidence, Achievement motivation, Self-control, Objectivity, Independence, Responsibility, and Intention)

- There are statistically significant differences in willing traits aspects and total score between male and female pentathlon players towards male players.

- There are statistically significant differences in willing traits aspects and total score between pentathlon players between players qualified and unqualified for championship towards qualified players.